
BUSINESS CARDS (Digital)
Business cards are printed on top quality 350gsm board. Standard size 85mm x 55mm, either 
portrait or landscape. 
Once the final design is approved, we can print and supply you cards within 48 hours.

Fixed design charges for Business Cards: £15 for single sided, £25 for double sided.

 100 250 500 1000  

Colour Single Sided £10.50 £14.00 £23.00 £43.50 

Colour Double Sided £12.50 £18.50 £31.50 £56.50 

Prices are exclusive of VAT



BUSINESS CARDS (Litho)
These business cards are of very high quality printed in colour on 400gsm board, matt or gloss 
laminated both sides. Standard size 85mm x 55mm, either portrait or landscape. 
Once the final design is approved, we can print and supply you cards within 7 working days.

Fixed design charges for Business Cards: £15 for single sided, £25 for double sided.

 250 500 1000 2000 

Single Sided £28.00 £32.50 £38.50 £52.50 

Double Sided £30.50 £36.50 £44.50 £57.50

 Prices are exclusive of VAT



NCR Printing (SETS)
2 PART (Duplicate)
All prices are for one colour printing. Duplicate NCR sets consist of a top and bottom NCR sheet 
which are glued together. Our standard colour sequence for duplicate NCR sets is White and Yellow.  
Other NCR paper colour sequences are also available.

 500 1000 2000 5000 10000

1/3 of A4 £49.00 £58.00 £78.00 £136.00 £199.00

A6 £49.00 £57.00 £75.00 £132.00 £191.00

A5 £52.00 £68.00 £89.00 £160.00 £240.00

A4 £68.00 £89.00 £136.00 £240.00 £444.00

A3 £124.00 £161.00 £240.00 £463.00 £845.00

3 PART (Triplicate)
All prices are for one colour printing. Triplicate NCR sets consist of a top, middle and bottom NCR 
sheet which are glued together. Our standard colour sequence for triplicate NCR sets is White, 
Yellow and Pink. Other NCR paper colour sequences are also available.

 500 1000 2000 5000 10000

1/3 of A4 £59.00 £73.00 £93.00 £173.00 £257.00

A6 £58.00 £71.00 £89.00 £166.00 £245.00

A5 £71.00 £89.00 £119.00 £210.00 £380.00

A4 £89.00 £112.00 £174.00 £306.00 £585.00

A3 £156.00 £198.00 £325.00 £603.00 £1163.00

4 PART (Quadruplicate)
All prices are for one colour printing. Quadruplicate NCR sets consist of a top, two middle and a 
bottom NCR sheet which are glued together. Our standard colour sequence for quadruplicate 
NCR sets is White, Blue, Yellow and Pink. Other NCR paper colour sequences are also available.

 500 1000 2000 5000 10000

1/3 of A4 £83.00 £101.00 £124.00 £209.00 £337.00

A6 £77.00 £95.00 £113.00 £184.00 £270.00

A5 £93.00 £112.00 £144.00 £239.00 £426.00

A4 £112.00 £132.00 £191.00 £469.00 £922.00

A3 £196.00 £234.00 £366.00 £850.00 £1735.00

Prices based on print ready artwork being supplied, Numbering £15.00 set up charge
Prices exclusive of VAT. Artwork costs depend on job.



NCR Printing (PADS)
2 PART (Duplicate)
All prices are for one colour printing. NCR 2 part pads consist of 50 duplicate NCR sets which are 
glued at the top. Our standard colour sequence for duplicate NCR sets is White and Yellow. Each 
NCR pad has a greyboard backing card and a attached writing shield.

 10 Pads 20 Pads 40 Pads 100 Pads 200 Pads

1/3 of A4 £55.00 £71.00 £96.00 £173.00 £284.00

A6 £53.00 £64.00 £90.00 £162.00 £259.00

A5 £59.00 £80.00 £101.00 £196.00 £317.00

A4 £75.00 £99.00 £161.00 £268.00 £507.00

A3 £136.00 £185.00 £277.00 £550.00 £1027.00

3 PART (Triplicate)
All prices are for one colour printing. NCR 3 part pads consist of 50 Triplicate NCR sets which are 
glued at the top. Our standard colour sequence for Triplicate NCR sets is White, Yellow and Pink. 
Each NCR pad has a greyboard backing card and a attached writing shield.

 10 Pads 20 Pads 40 Pads 100 Pads 200 Pads

1/3 of A4 £77.00 £92.00 £125.00 £232.00 £380.00

A6 £73.00 £83.00 £114.00 £190.00 £301.00

A5 £81.00 £104.00 £144.00 £265.00 £476.00

A4 £100.00 £125.00 £222.00 £425.00 £827.00

A3 £168.00 £210.00 £378.00 £792.00 £1493.00

4 PART (Quadruplicate)
All prices are for one colour printing. NCR 3 part pads consist of 50 Quadruplicate NCR sets which 
are glued at the top. Our standard colour sequence for Quadruplicate NCR sets is White, Blue, 
Yellow and Pink. Each NCR pad has a greyboard backing card and a attached writing shield.

 10 Pads 20 Pads 40 Pads 100 Pads 200 Pads

1/3 of A4 £89.00 £110.00 £144.00 £271.00 £476.00

A6 £84.00 £100.00 £133.00 £246.00 £366.00

A5 £93.00 £119.00 £161.00 £306.00 £597.00

A4 £119.00 £156.00 £271.00 £550.00 £1045.00

A3 £198.00 £294.00 £487.00 £972.00 £1977.00

Prices based on print ready artwork being supplied, Numbering £15.00 set up charge
Prices exclusive of VAT. Artwork costs depend on job.



NCR Printing (BOOKS)
2 PART (Duplicate)
All prices are for one colour printing. A book consists of 50 sets the top copy is perforated (in one 
position), bottom copy is fast, stapled and bound with Blue binding tape. Books have a greyboard 
backing card and a Blue card front cover with a attached writing shield. 

 10 Books 20 Books 40 Books 100 Books 200 Books

1/3 of A4 £81.00 £99.00 £140.00 £254.00 £383.00

A6 £80.00 £94.00 £129.00 £232.00 £347.00

A5 £83.00 £104.00 £153.00 £284.00 £440.00

A4 £97.00 £140.00 £194.00 £361.00 £689.00

A3 £141.00 £233.00 £419.00 £692.00 £1379.00

3 PART (Triplicate)
All prices are for one colour printing. A book consists of 50 sets the top and middle copies are 
perforated (in one position), bottom copy is fast, stapled and bound with Blue binding tape. Books 
have a greyboard backing card and a Blue card front cover with a attached writing shield. 

 10 Books 20 Books 40 Books 100 Books 200 Books

1/3 of A4 £94.00 £117.00 £183.00 £314.00 £578.00

A6 £89.00 £111.00 £171.00 £286.00 £539.00

A5 £100.00 £125.00 £194.00 £344.00 £631.00

A4 £118.00 £164.00 £279.00 £504.00 £923.00

A3 £217.00 £337.00 £566.00 £923.00 £2072.00

4 PART (Quadruplicate)
All prices are for one colour printing. A book consists of 50 sets the top and middlie copies are 
perforated (in one position), bottom copy is fast, stapled and bound with Blue binding tape. Books 
have a greyboard backing card and a Blue card front cover with a attached writing shield. 

 10 Books 20 Books 40 Books 100 Books 200 Books

1/3 of A4 £115.00 £169.00 £265.00 £410.00 £685.00

A6 £114.00 £169.00 £265.00 £410.00 £685.00

A5 £122.00 £190.00 £272.00 £498.00 £871.00

A4 £189.00 £253.00 £415.00 £767.00 £1378.00

A3 £306.00 £553.00 £1075.00 £2053.00 £3993.00

Prices based on print ready artwork being supplied, Numbering £15.00 set up charge
Prices exclusive of VAT. Artwork costs depend on job.



LETTERHEADS
Our Letterheads are produced single sided printed in colour on laser 
guaranteed 100gsm or 120gsm Premium Smooth Paper.
Prices are exclusive of VAT

A4 Letterheads 100gsm (Ref PL)
250 500 1000 2500  5000 10000

£65.00 £72.00 £82.00 £115.50 £161.75 £259.00 

A4 Letterheads 120gsm (Ref FP)
250 500 1000 2500  5000 10000

£65.00 £72.00 £87.00 £157.50 £228.00 £352.50

COMPLIMENT SLIPS
Our Compliment Slips are produced single sided printed in colour on laser 
guaranteed 90gsm or 120gsm Premium Smooth Paper.
Prices are exclusive of VAT

1/3 A4 Compliment Slips 90gsm (Ref PL)
250 500 1000 2500 5000

£63.50 £71.00 £77.75 £101.75 £146.25 

1/3 A4 Compliment Slips 120gsm (Ref FP)
250 500 1000 2500 5000 

£63.50 £71.00 £79.75 £112.50 £159.75

Prices based on print ready artwork being supplied
Prices exclusive of VAT. Artwork costs depend on job.



FLYERS
Our range encompasses A6 club flyers and A5 leaflets etc. printed either single sided or double 
sided on a choice of quality paper weights. These products are VAT exempt. 
For lower quantities see the digital range.

130gsm Gloss or Silk Paper

A6 Flyers 500 1000 2000 5000 10000 20000

Single Sided £63.50 £67.50 £71.50 £77.00 £90.50 £148.50

Double Sided £67.50 £71.50 £74.25 £81.00 £99.75 £166.25

 
1/3 A4 
(DL) Flyers 500 1000 2000 5000 10000 20000

Single Sided £63.50 £74.25 £77.00 £82.50 £133.75 £241.75

Double Sided £75.75 £78.25 £81.00 £86.50 £151.25 £295.75

A5 Flyers 500 1000 2000 5000 10000 20000

Single Sided £63.50 £74.25 £77.00 £81.00 £133.75 £268.75

Double Sided £75.75 £78.25 £81.00 £89.00 £167.50 £307.75

A4 Flyers 500 1000 2000 5000 10000 20000

Single Sided £86.50 £92.00 £106.75 £152.50 £255.00 £490.00

Double Sided £109.35 £117.50 £144.50 £193.00 £332.00 £632.00

A3 Flyers 500 1000 2000 5000 10000 20000

Single Sided £120.25 £146.00 £202.50 £306.50 £577.75 £1043.50

Double Sided £162.00 £174.25 £214.75 £371.25 £656.00 £1224.50



FLYERS
Our range encompasses A6 club flyers and A5 leaflets etc. printed either single sided or double 
sided on a choice of quality paper weights. These products are VAT exempt. 
For lower quantities see the digital range.

170gsm Gloss or Silk Paper

A6 Flyers 500 1000 2000 5000 10000 20000

Single Sided £73.00 £78.25 £82.50 £90.50 £100.00 £187.75

Double Sided £78.25 £82.50 £86.50 £95.75 £112.00 £195.75

 
1/3 A4 
(DL) Flyers 500 1000 2000 5000 10000 20000

Single Sided £73.00 £85.00 £87.75 £93.25 £154.00 £336.25

Double Sided £86.50 £90.50 £93.25 £98.55 £170.00 £349.75

A5 Flyers 500 1000 2000 5000 10000 20000

Single Sided £73.00 £85.00 £87.75 £93.25 £168.75 £349.75

Double Sided £86.50 £90.50 £93.25 £98.50 £187.75 £363.25

A4 Flyers 500 1000 2000 5000 10000 20000

Single Sided £97.25 £101.25 £133.75 £179.50 £313.25 £619.75

Double Sided £116.00 £124.25 £167.50 £201.25 £355.00 £673.75

A3 Flyers 500 1000 2000 5000 10000 20000

Single Sided £144.50 £160.75 £218.75 £380.75 £667.00 £1348.75

Double Sided £167.50 £190.50 £239.00 £390.00 £741.25 £1401.50



FLYERS
Our range encompasses A6 club flyers and A5 leaflets etc. printed either single sided or double 
sided on a choice of quality paper weights. These products are VAT exempt. 
For lower quantities see the digital range.

300gsm Gloss or Silk Paper

Credit Card
Size Flyers 5000 10000 15000 20000 30000

Single Sided £63.50 £101.25 £151.25 £198.50 £282.25

Double Sided £66.25 £106.75 £158.00 £209.25 £297.00

A7 Flyers 5000 1000 15000 20000 30000

Single Sided £63.50 £108.00 £156.75 £208.00 £291.75

Double Sided £66.25 £113.50 £164.75 £218.75 £307.75

A6 Flyers 500 1000 2000 5000 10000 20000

Single Sided £66.25 £67.50 £79.75 £86.50 £174.25 £332.00

Double Sided £70.25 £71.50 £83.75 £90.50 £178.25 £356.50

 
1/3 A4 
(DL) Flyers 500 1000 2000 5000 10000 20000

Single Sided £74.25 £112.00 £120.25 £166.00 £290.25 £538.75

Double Sided £79.75 £117.50 £124.25 £174.25 £305.00 £567.00

A5 Flyers 500 1000 2000 5000 10000 20000

Single Sided £79.75 £114.75 £121.50 £171.50 £332.00 £646.75

Double Sided £83.75 £120.25 £127.00 £181.00 £349.75 £680.50

A4 Flyers 500 1000 2000 5000 10000 20000

Single Sided £148.50 £179.50 £209.25 £344.25 £664.25 £1293.50

Double Sided £156.75 £189.00 £221.50 £361.75 £699.50 £1360.75



130gsm Gloss or Silk Paper

A5 Folded Leaflets 500 1000 2000 5000 10000 20000

A5 Folded to A6 £76.75 £78.50 £87.75 £106.50 £208.00 £388.75

 
A4 Folded Leaflets 500 1000 2000 5000 10000 20000

A4 Folded to A5 £109.50 £117.50 £144.50 £197.00 £362.00 £712.75 

A4 Folded to 3 A4 £109.50 £117.50 £144.50 £197.00 £362.00 £712.75

A3 Folded Leaflets 500 1000 2000 5000 10000 20000

A4 Folded to A4 £166.00 £179.50 £222.75 £384.75 £696.75 £1305.50

A4 Folded to 3 A3 £166.00 £179.50 £222.75 £384.75 £696.75 £1305.50

A4 Folded to 4 A4 £166.00 £179.50 £222.75 £384.75 £696.75 £1305.50

LEAFLETS
The 130gsm ranges are folded, whereas the 170gsm range are folded and creased for a more 
professional finish. Standard folds are roll-fold, zig-zag folds are available.

These products are VAT exempt. 

For lower quantities see the digital range.



170gsm Gloss or Silk Paper

A5 Folded Leaflets 500 1000 2000 5000 10000 20000

A5 Folded to A6 £74.25 £79.75 £87.75 £120.00 £205.25 £383.50

 
A4 Folded Leaflets 500 1000 2000 5000 10000 20000

A4 Folded to A5 £116.00 £124.25 £167.50 £221.50 £382.00 £754.75 

A4 Folded to 3 A4 £116.00 £124.25 £167.50 £221.50 £382.00 £754.75 

A3 Folded Leaflets 500 1000 2000 5000 10000 20000

A4 Folded to A4 £171.50 £194.50 £249.75 £410.50 £781.75 £1482.50

A4 Folded to 3 A3 £171.50 £194.50 £249.75 £410.50 £781.75 £1482.50

A4 Folded to 4 A4 £171.50 £194.50 £249.75 £410.50 £781.75 £1482.50

LEAFLETS
The 130gsm ranges are folded, whereas the 170gsm range are folded and creased for a more 
professional finish. Standard folds are roll-fold, zig-zag folds are available.

These products are VAT exempt. 

For lower quantities see the digital range.



130gsm Gloss or Silk Paper

A5 Portrait Booklets 250 500 1000 2000 5000 10000

8pp £174.00 £182.25 £217.25 £290.25 £363.25 £800.50

12pp £275.50 £290.25 £363.25 £436.00 £654.75 £1238.00

16pp £336.25 £363.25 £436.00 £581.75 £698.00 £1602.50

20pp £441.50 £472.50 £581.75 £727.75 £1092.25 £1967.00

24pp £510.25 £545.50 £654.75 £873.45 £1310.75 £2331.50

28pp £580.50 £618.25 £727.75 £1019.25 £1529.50 £2623.00

32pp £649.50 £691.25 £800.50 £1165.00 £1675.25 £2914.75

A5 Landscape 
Booklets 250 500 1000 2000 5000 10000

8pp £174.00 £182.25 £217.25 £290.25 £363.25 £800.50

12pp £275.50 £290.25 £363.25 £436.00 £654.75 £1238.00

16pp £336.25 £363.25 £436.00 £581.75 £698.00 £1602.50

20pp £441.50 £472.50 £581.75 £727.75 £1092.25 £1967.00

24pp £510.25 £545.50 £654.75 £873.45 £1310.75 £2331.50

28pp £580.50 £618.25 £727.75 £1019.25 £1529.50 £2623.00

32pp £649.50 £691.25 £800.50 £1165.00 £1675.25 £2914.75

BOOKLETS A5
Booklets are saddle stitched and three knife trimmed in A4 and A5, both Portrait and Landscape.
A thicker cover and lamination are available.

These products are VAT exempt. 

For lower quantities see the digital range.



170gsm Gloss or Silk Paper

A5 Portrait Booklets 250 500 1000 2000 5000 10000

8pp £199.75 £209.25 £249.75 £333.50 £417.25 £920.75

12pp £317.25 £334.75 £417.25 £502.25 £753.25 £1424.25

16pp £386.00 £417.25 £500.75 £668.25 £802.00 £1842.75

20pp £507.75 £542.75 £669.75 £837.00 £1255.50 £2261.25

24pp £587.25 £630.50 £753.50 £1004.50 £1508.00 £2681.00

28pp £668.25 £711.50 £837.00 £1171.75 £1759.00 £3017.25

32pp £746.50 £795.25 £920.75 £1339.25 £1926.50 £3352.00

A5 Landscape
Booklets 250 500 1000 2000 5000 10000

8pp £199.75 £209.25 £249.75 £333.50 £417.25 £920.75

12pp £317.25 £334.75 £417.25 £502.25 £753.25 £1424.25

16pp £386.00 £417.25 £500.75 £668.25 £802.00 £1842.75

20pp £507.75 £542.75 £669.75 £837.00 £1255.50 £2261.25

24pp £587.25 £630.50 £753.50 £1004.50 £1508.00 £2681.00

28pp £668.25 £711.50 £837.00 £1171.75 £1759.00 £3017.25

32pp £746.50 £795.25 £920.75 £1339.25 £1926.50 £3352.00

BOOKLETS A5
Booklets are saddle stitched and three knife trimmed in A4 and A5, both Portrait and Landscape.
A thicker cover and lamination are available.

These products are VAT exempt. 

For lower quantities see the digital range.



130gsm Gloss or Silk Paper

A4 Portrait Booklets 250 500 1000 2000 5000 10000

8pp £349.75 £363.25 £436.00 £581.75 £873.50 £1456.75

12pp £467.00 £494.00 £581.75 £764.00 £1310.75 £2112.75

16pp £579.25 £626.00 £727.75 £946.25 £1675.25 £2768.75

20pp £703.25 £757.25 £873.50 £1128.50 £2039.75 £3352.00

24pp £827.50 £888.25 £1019.25 £1310.75 £2331.50 £3935.25

28pp £951.75 £1019.25 £1165.00 £1456.75 £2623.00 £4518.50

32pp £1090.75 £1165.00 £1310.75 £1602.50 £2914.75 £5101.75

A4 Landscape
Booklets 250 500 1000 2000 5000 10000

8pp £376.75 £391.50 £470.00 £627.75 £942.25 £1572.75

12pp £503.50 £533.25 £627.75 £826.25 £1414.75 £2281.50

16pp £625.00 £673.75 £785.75 £1021.95 £1809.00 £2990.25

20pp £760.00 £818.00 £943.75 £1219.00 £2203.25 £3620.75

24pp £893.75 £959.75 £1100.25 £1416.25 £2517.75 £4249.75

28pp £1027.25 £1100.25 £1123.25 £1572.75 £2832.25 £4879.00

32pp £1178.50 £1258.25 £1416.25 £1730.75 £3148.25 £5509.25

BOOKLETS A4
Booklets are saddle stitched and three knife trimmed in A4 and A5, both Portrait and Landscape.
A thicker cover and lamination are available.

These products are VAT exempt. 

For lower quantities see the digital range.



170gsm Gloss or Silk Paper

A4 Portrait Booklets 250 500 1000 2000 5000 10000

8pp £401.00 £418.50 £500.75 £668.25 £1004.50 £1675.25

12pp £538.65 £568.25 £668.25 £878.75 £1508.00 £2428.75

16pp £667.00 £718.25 £835.75 £1088.00 £1926.50 £3183.25

20pp £808.75 £870.75 £1004.50 £1297.25 £2345.00 £3854.25

24pp £951.75 £1022.00 £1171.75 £1508.00 £2681.00 £4525.25

28pp £1094.75 £1172.00 £1339.25 £1674.00 £3016.00 £5196.00

32pp £1254.25 £1339.25 £1506.75 £1842.75 £3350.75 £5865.75

A4 Landscape
Booklets 250 500 1000 2000 5000 10000

8pp £433.25 £451.00 £541.25 £722.25 £1084.00 £1809.00

12pp £579.25 £613.00 £722.25 £950.50 £1626.75 £2623.00

16pp £718.25 £775.00 £903.00 £1174.50 £2080.25 £3438.50

20pp £873.50 £941.00 £1085.50 £1401.25 £2534.00 £4163.50

24pp £1027.25 £1103.00 £1265.00 £1628.00 £2895.75 £4887.00

28pp £1181.25 £1266.25 £1292.00 £1809.00 £3256.25 £5610.75

32pp £1355.50 £1447.25 £1628.00 £1990.00 £3619.25 £6335.50

BOOKLETS A4
Booklets are saddle stitched and three knife trimmed in A4 and A5, both Portrait and Landscape.
A thicker cover and lamination are available.

These products are VAT exempt. 

For lower quantities see the digital range.


